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Who would have thought five years ago, when we published the first ‘Underwriting Agencies CEO 
Survey’, that we started such an important long-term collaborative effort? It is with great pleasure to 
share with you our fifth edition. 

After 11 years at Gratex Australia it is a privilege to have been appointed as Managing Director on  
1 July. It is great to be part of a team that always puts the customer first and delivers innovative  
solutions that make a real difference to the bottom line. We are all looking forward to continuing to 
support our exciting industry in the future. 

As never before, the 2018 survey shows optimism and confidence in market opportunities. As we 
have witnessed significant portfolio realignments amongst the carriers, underwriting agencies are 
benefitting from buoyant market demand and are strengthening their relationships with brokers.

It is therefore not surprising that the optimisation of operational effectiveness has become crucial to 
making the most of current opportunities. Given the ongoing scarcity of talent in the market, process 
automation and optimised online self-service increase in importance for underwriting agencies.  
However, at the same time a noticeable decrease of focus on innovation, market expansion and  
competitive concerns may carry a risk of complacency.

I would like to thank all the participants who have taken the time to complete the survey and  
contribute to a shared and important view of our industry. I would also like to thank yet again our 
partner, the Underwriting Agencies Council (UAC), who continues to make it possible to conduct  
this anonymous survey across its membership base. 

At Gratex, we trust that the survey will provide you with valuable insights for the future of your  
business. We remain committed to support your vision through innovative solutions and services.

Sincerely

Marian Korcek 
Managing Director, Gratex International
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Key Insights

EXISTING MARKETS ARE DELIVERING GROWTH

APPETITE FOR NEW MARKETS IS AT AN ALL TIME LOW

FOCUS ON INNOVATION IS DROPPING

PRESSURE ON OPERATIONS TO SCALE IS MOUNTING

BIGGEST SHIFTS FROM 2017 TO 2018 

Biggest increase:  
Operational processes are  
FULLY AUTOMATED

Biggest decrease:  
Fierce competition from new  
entrants as a KEY CHALLENGE 

+13%

-27%
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1  How do you perceive the role of underwriting agencies in the market?

  2018       2017       2016       2015       2014
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 2018     YOY %

• Underwriters remain highly optimistic and see potential in harvesting demand in their  
 current markets. This represents the only increase in 2018 relative to the other dimensions 

• The perceived threat from new entrants is receding and rated as the least concern

• Confidence in the business model to manage cost of operations has seen the most significant  
 drop with 11%

• With a further 5% drop, underwriting agencies perceiving themselves as catalysts for  
 insurance market growth sees the only consistent downward trend

“	Underwriting	agencies	are	becoming	increasingly	optimistic,	and	those	with	bespoke	offerings	 
 are  gaining market traction. Any perceived threat from competition is receding, likely due to the  
 expertise and dedication to client excellence that agencies are bringing to the market.”

 ERIC LOWENSTEIN, CEO, TEGO UNDERWRITING

-573%

-278%

-649%

-1162%

+189%

-486%

We see growth potential in the markets where our 
agency operates

We feel very optimistic about the future of our  
business

Fierce competition makes our business difficult,  
forcing us to look for ways to protect our business

Our business model enables us to manage costs of  
operations and keep a healthy bottom line

Underwriting agencies, thanks to their flexibility, are a 
catalyst for insurance market growth and innovation

For insurance companies, underwriting agencies have  
an important role in their business strategy
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2  How do you perceive the value of underwriting agencies     
 to the wider general insurance market?

0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100% 

  2018       2017       2016       2015       2014

80% -5

73% -5

95% 0

84% +1

95% +5

 2018     YOY %

 
 

admin@uac.org.au
 

   

• Underwriting agencies’ value to the market is seen overwhelmingly as their ability to specialise,  
 which received top ratings for the first time

• Delivery of a superior customer experience (95%) continues to be the highest value-adding capability 

• Product innovation and speed to market have seen the biggest decrease and display a three-year   
 downward trend  

We significantly contribute to product innovation

We help our partnering insurers to bring new  
products to market much quicker than they could

In segments we cover, we deliver higher levels of 
service to customer

We can reach higher retention rates (policy renewal)

By focusing on specific segments, we can ensure a 
higher level of customer experience (satisfaction)
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3 How important are the following aspects to your agency?

Proactively grow our market share and scale  
our current business

Entering new market segments

Improving our partner network performance and 
loyalty (brokers)

Operational systems to improve flexibility/scalability

Build the value of our business for potential  
mergers/acquisitions/divestment

Operational efficiency to reduce costs

Taking new products to our existing markets

0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100% 

  2018       2017       2016       2015       2014

80% +2

22% -23

80% -8

86% -4

34% +4

67% -3

47% -11

 2018     YOY %

• Entering new market segments shows the most significant   
 decrease of 23%. Only 22% of respondents perceive this as   
 'critical' or 'very important'

• Similarly, with a 11% decline, less than half the respondents   
 place importance on 'taking new products to existing markets'

• For the first time in three years we see a drop attributed to   
 improving the partner network performance and loyalty,   
 however 80% still rate it as 'critical' or 'very important'

• 'Operational systems to improve flexibility/scalability' receives  
 the highest score with 86%

“ The results indicate a focus on core existing business (this being, product, partner relationships and  
 current transactional systems in place). This focus is a product of pressure from Insurers to increase  
	 rates	and	to	demonstrate	profitability	with	guaranteed	income	rather	than	looking	at	income	that		
 is potential. Despite these pressures, members are positive about proactive growth and scalability of  
 their current business.”

 GIDA IRVING, DIRECTOR, AMAZON UNDERWRITING
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4	 What	business	enablers	have	the	most	significant	impact	on	your	business?

Expertise, skills and experience of our staff

Effective internal processes and workflow

Operational information systems that support  
our business objectives

Improved collaboration with our insurance partners

Culture of innovation across our business

Self-service through online technology for  
sales and service processes

Knowledge management capturing the  
IP of our business

Effective customer acquisition programs  
(incl lead generation marketing)

Cost cutting

 2018     YOY %
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  2018       2017       2016       2015       2014

• Consistently, for underwriting agencies, market   
 success is bound to the skills and experience of staff 

• Improved collaboration with insurance partners sees  
 a jump of 8%, however reaches only 38% overall

• With a drop of 9%, 'customer acquisition' continues   
 to be among the lowest ranked enablers 

“	Clearly,	there	is	a	continued	focus	towards	our	members’	concerns	around	staffing	and	the	 
 impending regulatory change. This is common across the industry, not just for UAC Members.  
 Cost reductions and distribution strategies have grown as a concern, this will be interesting ...  

22%

89% +4

51% +1

42% -6

38% +8

31% +1

-3

13% -2

9% -9

4% +4
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5  What are the key challenges that impact your business today,  
 or might do in the future?

Access to skills, lack of qualified people in the market

Performance and loyalty of our broker channel

Implementing regulatory change

New business models entering the market

Fierce competition (new entrants)

Insurers’ strategy to service direct to the market

Cost and complexity of digital online customer service

Identifying clear opportunities for operational  
cost reductions

Uncertainty of economic outlook

 2018    YOY %

0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100% 

  2018       2017       2016       2015       2014

• The perception that new entrants represent a business challenge more than halved  
 compared to previous years  

• Likewise, underwriting agencies feel less concerned by ‘new business models entering the market’

• The skill gap is worsening, showing an all-time high with a 10% YOY increase reaching 60% and  
 taking, for the first time, the highest-ranking spot

• The concern about regulatory requirements has seen an increase of 9%

60% +10

53% 0

44% +9

33% -10

33% -27

27% +7

22% +2

22% +7

4% -1

 ... as we move through FY19 and reductions in portfolio results and capacity through a hardening  
	 market	flows	through	to	members	seeing	less	concern	around	new	entrants	and	competition.”

 LYNDON TURNER, CEO, NM INSURANCE GROUP
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6 To what degree are operational processes performed in  
 a manual versus automated way?

 1 = Entirely Manual        2         3         4         5 = Entirely Automated

2015

2014

2016

2017

 0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100% 

• Respondents reporting 'fully automated' have tripled

• The majority rank themselves on middle ground with '3' remaining in a state of part   
 automation, part manual processing

2018

5% 49% 29% 16%0%

-8% -9% +6% +13%-5%YOY
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7 Is your business considering a change of its core underwriting system?

   We are happy with our underwriting systems and do not  

 plan to change them

   We are considering a change or upgrade of our underwriting  

 systems (within the next 2 years)

   We are NOT happy with current underwriting systems but  

 change is not a priority today

   We recently (within the last 2 years) changed/upgraded our  

 core system

    I’d prefer not to answer this question

2014 2015 2016

2018

• Only 24% of respondents report to be 'happy and do not plan to change systems', which   
 is a significant 19% decrease compared to the previous year

• 16% of respondents have changed or upgraded their core systems recently, while organisations  
 'considering change' has increased by 8%

2017

-19%

+1%

+3%

+5%

+8%

24%

36%

16%

20%

4%
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8  When it comes to online connectivity between your underwriting system   
and brokers, how essential for your business is:

• Online connectivity is gaining momentum, with 43% now rating a full policy life cycle online portal  
 for brokers as being 'essential' or 'very important' 

• Only 34% of respondents consider direct connectivity to the broker systems as 'essential' or  
 'very important' 

Full policy life cycle online portal for brokers

 Essential     Very important     Important     Somewhat important     Not important     
 Not applicable as we distribute directly to end customer

 0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%     100% 

2017

2018

16%

+1%

31%

+11%

13%

-5%

24%

-1%

13%

-7%

2%

-1%

Direct connectivity between your system and the broker system

 0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%     100% 

2017

2018

7%

-1%

27%

+9%

18%

+3%

22%

-11%

22%

-1%

2%

-3%
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9  What is the current status of your online service capabilities for brokers?

• 44% of respondents have 'online quote and bind' fully implemented

• Plans to implement are higher in the 24 month horizon compared to 12 months

• One third of respondents 'plan to evaluate' integrating underwriting and broking systems

 Fully implemented     We plan to evaluate    

 We plan to evaluate in the next 12 months     We plan to evaluate in the next 24 months    

 This is not part of our strategy     Not applicable as we distribute directly to end customer

Online full policy life cycle management  
for brokers

Online quote and bind process for broker

Online endorsement and cancellation  
for brokers

Online renewal for brokers

Online claims lodgement and management  
for brokers

Easy online access to broker’s policy  
portfolio and reports

Integration of your underwriting system  
with broker systems –  
to minimise double keying of data

0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100% 

2018
2017

+9% -2% -12% +14% -5% -6%

+14% +1% -9% +6% -10% -4%

+10% +1% -9% +9% -7% -4%

+7% 0% -7% +14% -12% -4%

-2% +14% -2% -9% -1% -1%

+4% +7% -5% -8% -1% +1%

+2% +16% +1% -3% -15% -1%

2018
2017

2018
2017

2018
2017

2018
2017

2018
2017

2018
2017
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HOT 
TOPIC

Considering the present comparative change  
in acceptance of risks by insurance companies, 
do you believe the present high level of  
brokers seeking an alternate market with the  
underwriting agency market will become a  
permanent state of business?

“	 It	is	interesting	and	affirming	of	the	increasing	strength	of	the	underwriting	agency	market,		 	
	 that	64%	of	the	respondents	answered	in	the	affirmative,	this	being,	that	use	of	an	alternative	market		
 could become a permanent state of business.
 I think the answer over the next few years will be somewhere in between:

 A. That insurers’ acceptance criteria will change as their desire for increased market share rises

 and 

 B. The delegated underwriting authority holders market will provide brokers  
 with a stable but competitive market for the specialty SME insurance needs  
	 which	will	allow	the	broking	market	to	develop	specific	programmes	for		 	  
	 specific	markets.”

 WILLIAM LEGGE, GENERAL MANAGER  
 UNDERWRITING AGENCIES COUNCIL

Unsure: 
18%

No: 
18%

Yes: 
64%
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Survey approach and methodology

SURVEY AUDIENCE:
Survey respondents are senior executives of underwriting agencies in Australia and New Zealand.

The anonymous survey was conducted by the Underwriting Agencies Council, a trusted industry body,  
and all data is confidential. This report represents aggregate data from all respondents.

56% of all agencies have fewer than 20 employees, 33% have between 20 and 100 employees and 11%  
have more than 100 employees. 27% reported gross written premium (GWP) of less than $10m with 66% 
achieving GWP of $10m – $200m, and 7% reporting GWP of more than $200m.

METHODOLOGY:
The survey was anonymous and conducted via an online survey tool. The data was held in a secure hosted 
environment (Google Docs form). After analysis of the data, all information has been removed. 

The anonymous data sets are retained by UAC for future reference. 



Proudly sponsored by:  
GRATEX INTERNATIONAL AUST Pty Ltd 

Founded in Europe in 1991, Gratex International is a business systems solutions house with offices  
in Australia and Europe. With more than 350 specialists globally, the company develops and supports  
specialised business management software solutions for some of the world’s largest finance and  
insurance organisations.  
Since 1999, Gratex Australia has been a leading business systems solution provider for the local insurance 
industry, providing application development, cloud strategies and end-to-end managed IT services.

Specifically designed for underwriting agencies in ANZ, UPM2 is a fully integrated business management  
system that enables operational flexibility, reduces time to market and improves staff efficiency through  
the automation of workflows as well as online services. With unmatched configurability, industry leading  
technical support and low cost of ownership, the solution allows firms to seize market opportunities  
through fast, robust and transparent operations. UPM2’s  modular framework can complement existing  
systems or provide an entire end-to-end business management system. 

For more information visit: gratex.com.au
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